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A constructive existence proof is given for solutions of boundary layer type 
for the singularly perturbed quasilinear second order system e(d’x/dt’)= 
F(t, x, e)(dx/dt) + g(t, x, E) subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions under the 
assumption that the matrix-valued function F(t, x, 0) is given as the vector potential 
of a real vector-valued function f; i.e., F( t, x, 0) = V, f (t, x). Solutions exhibiting 





3. The Approximate Solution. 
4. Existence and Local Uniqueness. 
5. Examples. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider solutions exhibiting boundary-layer behavior at one or both 
endpoints for the following vector differential equation 
E~=F(t,x,c)~+g(f,x,&) for O<t<l (1.1) 
for small values of E (E -+ Of) subject to the Dirichlet boundary conditions 
40, El = ‘d&L 41, E) = B(E), (1.2) 
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where X, CI, fl, and g are n-dimensional real vector-valued functions and F 
is an n x n matrix-valued function. 
The vector Dirichlet problem (1.1 )-( 1.2) is considered in [S, 1-3, 7, 6, 5, 
4, IS] for the simpler case involving solutions with boundary layers at only 
one endpoint. (See Smith [ 1 S] for references to the extensive literature on 
the scalar case n = 1.) O’Donnell [ 143 and Kirschvink [13] study special 
cases of (1.1 )-( 1.2) in which the system (1.1) is only weakly coupled. 
O’Malley [ 151 considers interior-layer solutions of shock type for a weakly 
coupled system that is a special case of ( 1.1 )-( 1.2), and Kelley [ 121 gives 
a study of existence and uniqueness in this latter case for solutions of a 
variety of types including solutions of boundary-layer type with layers at 
one or both endpoints and shock-layer solutions of interior-layer type. In 
particular, the results of Kelley [12] indicate that “problems in which 
different components have layers at different endpoints can be more 
difficult than those in which layers occur at the same endpoint.” A related 
boundary-value problem for (1.1) with spatially coupled boundary 
conditions of non-Dirichlet type is considered in [ 11, lo]. 
We use the O’Malley construction to obtain an approximate solution to 
(1.1 )-( 1.2), and then a Riccati transformation leads easily to an explicit 
construction of a suitable fundamental solution for the linearization of the 
problem about the proposed approximate solution. A resulting integral 
representation for the linearization provides directly the existence of a 
locally unique exact solution for the original problem along with error 
estimates of the difference between the exact solution and the approximate 
solution, yielding thereby precise information on the exact solution 
throughout the interval 0 < t Q 1 as E -+ O+. The O’Malley construction can 
in some cases lead to more than one solution satisfying our assumptions, 
so that it is possible to obtain more than one solution to the given 
Dirichlet problem (see Example 1). 
Section 2 contains a discussion of our assumptions, and Section 3 dis- 
cusses the approximate solution provided by the O’Malley construction. 
The Riccati transformation is used in Section 4 to obtain a fundamental 
solution for the linearization of the problem about the given approximate 
solution, resulting in an existence and local uniqueness theorem for the 
original problem along with error estimates. Examples are provided in 
Section 5. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS 
Assumption 1. There exists an n-dimensional vector-valued function 
f( t, x) such that F( t, x, 0) = V,f( t, x). 
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Assumption 2. There exists a continuous solution X0(t) to the reduced 
equation 
such that the real parts of the eigenvalues of 4 t, X,(t), 0) are nonzero. 
This assumption, provided F(t, X,,(t), 0) is continuous (see Assump- 
tion 5) implies that there exists an integer k, 06 k<n, and a positive 
constant v such that the eigenvalues 1(t) of F(t, X0(t), 0) satisfy 
ReAi(t)< -V-CO for l<i<k 
(2.2) 
Re &(t) > v > 0 for k+ 1 <idn. 
Assumption 3. There exist decaying solutions $0 and X,* to the left and 
right boundary layer initial-value problems 
2 =f(O, X,(O) +&(t)) -f(O, X,(O)) 
(2.3) 
J&(O) = a(0) -X,(O) 
dX,* 
-= -Ml, Xo(1)+~,*(~))-S(L Xcl(1))l da 
(2.4) 
mo) = B(O) - xc41 . 
From Lemma 6.1 of Jeffries and Smith [lo] there exist fundamental 
solutions q(r) and q*(a) to the linear systems 
” 
2 = F(0, X,(O) + &(r), O)fj 
dv* 
-&= -F(L Xo(1)+X,*(~),Oh* 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
satisfying the exponential dichotomies 
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we make the following assumption. 
Assumption 4. The columns of the following 2n x 3n matrix span R2" 
H:= 9, P, 0 
-L&25(1) 0 > I-P, ' 
(2.11) 
where t(t) is the fundamental solution to the linear system 
$= C(F,(c X0(t), 0) - g,dt, x,(l), 0)) F ‘(6 X,(t), O)] 5 
(2.12) 
w)=r,. 
This assumption is independent of the particular choices made for rj and 
v]* as long as they satisfy the corresponding exponential dichotomies. (This 
follows from an application of the arguments used in the verification of 
equations (6.42), (6.48), and (6.56) of [ 10, pp. 45-471). Note that if the real 
parts of all of the eigenvalues of F( t, X0(t), 0) are negative then by letting 
X,*(a)=0 we have P1=Pz=Zn, 9r =O, S$= -F-‘(1, X,(l), 0), and 
Assumption 4 is satisfied. A similar remark holds if the real parts of all of 
the eigenvalues of F(‘(t, X0(t), 0) are positive. 
Assumption 5. There exist positive constants a1 and 6, such that 
F(t, x, E) and g(t, x, E) are of class CNt ‘, N b 2, with respect to (t, x) on 
N(E) 
N(E) := {(t, x): o< td 1, Ix-X,(t)1 
G l~ow~)I + I&?((1 - f)lE)I + 6, >> (2.13) 
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and their derivatives are uniformly bounded on J+(E) for 0 <E < el. 
Furthermore, we assume that F(t, x, E), g(t, x, E), a(s), and P(E) possess 
expansions in E of the form 
where the coeffkient functions are of class CN- k + ‘, and FN + L, g,, L, 
CI~ + r, and bN + 1 are uniformly bounded on N(E) for 0 < E ,< E, . 
3. THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 
In this section we construct an approximate solution to the problem 
(l.l)-(1.2) using the O’Malley construction. We write the approximate 
solution X”(t, E) as the sum of an outer solution and boundary layer 
correction functions of the form 
XN( t, E) = X( t, E) + P(T, E) + x*( 0, E), T := t/E, f7 := (1 - t)/&, (3.1) 
where X(t, E), $r, E), and X*(0, E) possess expansions in E of the form 
(3.2) 
3.1. The Outer Solution 
The outer solution coefficient functions Xk(t), k = 1, . . . . N, are determined 
by requiring that the outer solution satisfy the differential equation (1.1) to 
Order(sN), i.e., 
6 $= F(t, A’, F) s+ g(t, X, c) + p(t, E), (3.3) 
where p(t, E) is a continuous function of t and is of Order(eN+ ‘). A 
straightforward calculation shows that the outer coeffkients functions must 
satisfy 
$ CFdt, XO(f))Xkl = CFo,t(t, Xo(t)) - g,,,(t, XO(f))lXk + pk- ,ct), (3.4) 
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where Pk _ ,(t) is known successively in terms of the preceding coefficients 
functions. It follows that 
Jf,(t) = F,, ‘(c x,(t)) t(t) Fo(O, X,(O)) X/JO)+ P, I', (3.5) 
where 
P,-,(t) := F$(t, X0(t)) j’ <(t) 5: ‘(s) P&,(S) ds. (3.6) 
0 
The preceding construction provides us with an outer solution that satisfies 
the differential equation up to Order(?) such that X,(O), for k= 1, . . . . N, 
are arbitrary real n-dimensional vectors. Their values will be determined in 
Section 3.3 when we impose the appropriate boundary conditions. 
3.2. The Boundary Layer Correction Functions 
The boundary layer correction functions are determined by requiring 
that X”(t, E) satisfy the differential equation (1.1) up to Order(s”‘), i.e., 
where p(t, E) is a continuous function of t and satisfies 
i 
d Jp(s, E)( ds d Const ?‘+I. (3.8) 
For the construction of the boundary layer functions we may consider the 
left and right boundary layer functions separately. 
3.2.1. The Left Boundary Layer Correction Functions. The left bound- 
ary layer correction functions fk, k = 0, . . . . N, are determined by requiring 
that 8 satisfy 
+g 
where $ is a continuous function of t and satisfies the integral inequality 
(3.8). Using the results of Section 3.1, changing variables, and expanding 




-= F,(O, X,(O) + 2&H 9 
d-r* 
(3.10) 
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and the higher order boundary layer correction functions must satisfy 
d’& d 
-=-& cFOb(O> &(O)+%(dm dr2 
+$F,(O, xo(o)+~o(~)) X,(O)+ g,-,(T), (3.11) 
where g, _ 1 is a function of X,, $ for j = 0, .,., k - 1, and is exponentially 
decaying if the preceding left boundary layer correction functions are 
exponentially decaying. 
From Assumptions 1 and 3 it follows that dJ?Jdz is a solution to the 
linear system (2.5). This linear system satisfies an exponential dichotomy 
and so dii?Jdr is a linear combination of exponentially decaying solutions 
and exponentially increasing solutions. Since we have assumed that d?,,/dz 
is a decaying solution it follows that it must, in fact, be an exponentially 
decaying solution. This, together with the nonsingularity of F,(O, X,(O)), 
implies that y0 is exponentially decaying, i.e., 
lYo(t)I d Const ePvzT (3.12) 
for some positive constant v~. 
Using the fundamental solution 4, and imposing the boundary condition 
-%?k(co) = (di!?k/dz)(oo) = 0, we can solve for the higher order boundary 
layer correction functions to find 
x Cf’o(O, X,(O) + YoW) - Foo(O> X,(O))1 X,(O) du 
-J’o(O, X,(O))1 X,(O) du + L l(r), (3.13) 
where flk is an arbitrary real n-dimensional vector and where gk- ,(z) is 
exponentially decaying and is known in terms of the preceding outer coef- 
ficient functions and boundary layer correction functions. Since 
I m rj(O)(Z- P) t-‘(u) F,(O, X,(O) + 2o(u)) du = Z-P, (3.14) 0 
it follows that 
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3.2.2. The Right Boundary Layer Correction Functions. The right 
boundary layer correction functions are constructed in a manner strictly 
analogous to the construction for the left boundary layer correction 
functions. In particular, we find for k = 1, . . . . N 
s u + q*(o)(z- P) yI* -l(u) 0 
x CFo(l> X,(l))-Fo(L ~,(l)+%(u))1 X,(l)du 
4 
35 
v*(a) e* - ‘(u) 0 
xCFo(l,Xo(l))-F,(l,X,(l)+X,*(u))]X,(l)du, (3.16) 
where qz is an arbitrary real n-dimensional vector and gkP, is exponen- 
tially decaying and is known in terms of the preceding outer coefficients 
functions and the right boundary layer correction functions. It follows that 
3.3. The Boundary Conditions 
In this section we show that there exist values for X,(O), fk, and r~f, 
k = 1, . ..) N, such that the boundary conditions are satisfied to Order(sN), 
i.e., 
E(E) - XN(O, E) = cjN(&) = 0(&N+ ‘) 
b(F) - x”( 1, E) = l,bN(E) = O(EN+‘). 
(3.18) 
Since the boundary layer correction functions are exponentially decaying, 
and the boundary conditions hold to lowerst order (see Assumptions l-3), 
the boundary conditions are satisfied to Order(?) if for k = I, . . . . N 
x,(o) + ,E,(o) = @k 
xk(1) + x,*(o) = pk. 
(3.19) 
Using the results of Sections 3.1-3.2, this is equivalent to 
CP, + %Fo(O, X,(O))1 X,(O) + f’, V/c = 4 
[(I-J’z)-W’o(L Xo(l))l (3.20) 
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where 
OLk - :=uk-.gkHI(0) 
% :=bk-qk--1(o)- [(r-P,)-~~2F0(1,X0(1))] P,-,(l). (3’21) 
From Assumption 4 we may conclude that there exists a solution X,(O), 
^ 
qk, qz to the above linear system. Furthermore, it follows from a 
straightforward linear algebra argument that x,(O), P,+jk, and (I-P,)v~ 
are uniquely determined. 
4. EXISTENCE AND LOCAL UNIQUENESS 
In this section we use a Riccati transformation to construct a fundamen- 
tal solution for the linearization of the problem about the approximate 
solution X”‘(t, E), and then a resulting integral representation for the 
linearization provides directly the existence of an exact solution for 
(1.1 )-( 1.2) along with error estimates and local uniqueness. 
THEOREM. Assume F(t, x, 0) is the vector potential of an n-dimensional 
vector-valued function f (t, x) (Assumption 1) and that there exists a con- 
tinuous solution X0(t) to the reduced equation such that the eigenvalues of 
F( t, X,(t), 0) have nonzero real parts (Assumption 2). Zf there exists decaying 
solutions y0 and X,* to the left and right boundary layer initial-value 
problems (Assumption 3); the columns of H span R2” (Assumption 4); and the 
given data are sufficiently smooth (Assumption 5) then there exists constants 
Ed and CN such that the problem (1.1 t( 1.2) has an exact solution x( t, E) 
satisfying the estimates 
Ix(t, E) - X”(t, &)I < CNEN 
dx 
-& (1, &J-f XN(t, E) < CNF ’ 
(4.1) 
uniformly on the region 0 < t ,< 1, 0 < E < co. Moreover, x( t, E) is unique 
subject to (4.1). 
Proof: Defining 
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a straightforward calculation (see Smith [18]) 
satisfy 
shows that 2 and J must 
d .iz 1 0 I,, I 0 
dt3 0 i =i &A(t,E) B(t,&) )O ( j 
+ 
E(4 .f, (l/E).?, &)+I44 El > 
(4.3) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
where 
L:=(; “0) R:=(19, ;) 
‘I (4.4) 
(4.5) 
A(4 E) :=$ Qr, X”(t, EL E) + (g,(t, A-“([, E), E) - F,(t, XN(t, F), E)) 
B(t, E) := F(t, X”(t, E), E) (4.6) 




+ F( t, X”( t, E) + su, E) $ XN( t, E) 11 ds. (4.7) 
Note that E(t, U, II, E) satisfies the inequality 
IE(t,u,u,~)( dConst(EP’ (uI*+& 1~1~) (4.8) 
uniformly as E -+ O+, for all u E R” and for all u in a fixed compact subset 
of R”. 
We now construct a fundamental solution to the homogeneous portion 
of (4.3). Changing variables we therefore consider the following linear 
system 
(4.9) 
where A(z, E) := &A(ET, E) and &z, E) := B(Ez, E). Note that d&/d, = 
2 + E(F, - g,). We employ a Riccati transformation so as to decouple the 
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exponentially increasing and decreasing components of the solution from 
the bounded components (cf. Smith [17]) 
Z(r, E) := 
( 
In SC? 6) yll(T., E) 0 
T(r, E) z+ T(s, E) S(t, E) ( 0 51(L 6) 
(4.10) 




I+ S(z, E) T(T, E) -S(t, E) 
t,-‘k El - T(? E) > I . 
(4.11) 
The above system (4.9) decouples 
(4.12) 




PROPOSITION 4.1. There exists a bounded solution T(?, E) to (4.13) such 
that 
T(z, E) = &t, E) + F(z, E), (4.15) 
where F(r, E) satisfies, for some positive constant v, the estimate 
Y(5 El = -4F,,o(t? at, El)- go,,At, J-(6 &))I F,‘(t, X(t, E))It,,, 
+ O(E2) + O(ceC”“)+ O(ceC”(““-‘)) (4.16) 
uniformlyfor O<r<l/E as E+O+. 
ProoJ Letting Y = T-g we find that Y satisfies the following 
differential equation 
(4.17) 
From [ 10, Lemma 6.21 there exists a fundamental solution q(r, F) to 
(4.18) 
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satisfying the exponential dichotomy 
Iq(7, E) Pq ‘(u, E)( < Ke v”r-u) ud7 
I~(z, ~)(i-P) 9 ‘(u, E)( <Kern ‘I(’ -‘) 
(4.19) 
z < ll. 
Imposing the boundary conditions 
F(O, &) q(O, &)(I- P) q ‘(0, E) = 0 
y( l/E, E) I’/( l/E, E) Pt’/ ‘(l/E, E) = 0, 
(4.20) 
F satisfies the following integral equation (cf. [16, Exercise 9.2.31) 
+ (‘-” CT-‘+ &(F,- g.,)] rj(u, E) f’q ‘(T, E) du. (4.21) 
7 
It follows from the Banach-Picard fixed point theorem (cf. [ 16, 
Lemma 9.2.1, Exer. 10.3.1, or the paragraph containing (10.4.891) that 
there exists a solution F such that 




+E (F,- 8,) q(u, &)f+--‘(z, E) du + O(E'). (4.22) 
1 
Since 
[Ft(f, x”(ft E))- g,(t> x”(6 &))ll,=cu 
= [F,(t, X(t, E)) - g,(t, X(t, c))]JfzEU -IO(E)+ O(eev2”) + O(epL’*(“E -“I) 
(4.23) 
[F,(t, x(h E))- g.x(ft x(4 E))l]\,=,,- [F,(t, x(t> El)- g,(t, x(4 &))]l,=m 
= O(&(U- 7)) (4.24) 
we find that 
X 
(I 
I" q(u,~)Pq-l(7,~)du-j; ~~(u,E)(I--P))~-'(T,E)~~ 
T 
+ o(E’) + O(&ep”‘) + O(&ep”“‘“--I’). (4.25) 
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The estimate for F now follows from 
and the estimate 
F-‘(t, X(t,c))F(t, XN(t,&))J,=EU=In+O(e-Y2U)+O(e~‘2”’”-”’). (4.27) 
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
We now consider the linear system 
(4.28) 
It follows from [lo, Lemma 6.21 that there exists a fundamental solution 
q, to (4.28) satisfying the exponential dichotomy 
Irj*(t, E) Pq;‘(u, &)I <Ke-““‘-“‘, l4dT 
Iq,(z, &)(I-P) ry;‘(u, &)I <KC”““-“, 
(4.29) 
7 < u. 
Using y~,(z, E) and applying [ 10, Lemma 6.31 we may conclude that there 
exists a funcamental solution fi(q E) to the linear system 
(4.30) 
on the interval 0 6 r < (r/v: + 1/v3) In l/e, wher v3 is a positive number less 
than v1 and 
r := max{oEa<XI,, IFoPx0(O) + Ir;(~)l, max IFo(L Jfo(l) + X,*(a))1 1,. . O<U<l/E 
(4.31) 
satisfying the exponential dichotomy 
IQ,(T, E) Pfj;‘(u, .5)J <Ke-‘3(‘p”), U<Z 
Ifj,(T, &)(I- P) f;‘(u, &)I < Ke-“3(“-‘), 
(4.32) 
T,<# 
and the estimates 
rj,(O, E)W;V-J E)=YI,(O, E)Pv;‘(O, s)+U(4ln (G))‘) 
vi1(0, &)(I- P) ri;‘(T, E) = y1,(0, &)(I- P) q;‘(~, 8) + O(.Gln (l/~))‘). 
(4.33) 
409:156:1-2 
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In a similar manner, we may conclude that there exists a fundamental 
solution vF(o, E) to the linear system 
4: 
-= -Fo(l, ~o(l)+X,*(~)h;c 
da 
(4.34) 
on the interval 0 < B d (f/v: + 1/v3) In l/s satisfying the exponential 
dichotomy 
and the estimates 
?:a &)(I- f7 rl F’(O, E) = v,(l/~, ENI- P) v;‘(l/h E) + @4ln(l/E))*) 
qT(O, E) Pql*-‘(a, s)=qr(l/s, E) Pq; ‘(l/a--, E)+ O(c(ln(l/a))*). 
(4.36) 
Defining 
PI(E) := uj,(O, E) P?j;‘(O, E) 
P?(E) :=ql*(O, E) Pql*-yo, E) 







we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. There exists a bounded solution S(r, E) to (4.14) such 
that 
S(0, E) = --aI + 0(s(ln(l/s))3) 
S( l/s, c) = 9; + O(s(ln( 1/s))3). 
(4.39) 
Proof. Using the fundamental solution qr(z, F) and imposing the 
boundary conditions 
“I,(@ E)pII;‘@, 6) s(o, 6) =o 
rll(l/E,&)(z--P))l;l(l/E,E)S(l/&,E)=O, 
(4.40) 




- rl,(z, ENI- P) I?;+, E)CZ+ SF1 du (4.41) i 
and hence S(z, E) is bounded. For S(0, E) and S( l/g, E) we find that 
S(0, E)= -1;’ r/,(0, &)(I-P)q;‘(u, c)du+O(&) 
=- 
i ” tl(O, &)(I- P) !;‘(u, E) du+ O(&(ln(l/&))3) 




This completes the proof of Proposition 4.2. 
We now consider the fundamental solution <,(r, E) 
(4.44) 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The fundamental solution 5, satisfies the following 
estimate for 0 < t < 1 uniformly as E -b 0 + 
t1(t/E, E) = t(t) + O(E). (4.45) 
Letting t( t, E) = tl(t/e, E) it follows that [ is bounded and satisfies the 
following integral equation 
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Q(t, F) := -i 3 (I, E> - CF,(4 -vt> E)) - g,(t, .vt, &))I 
(4.46) 
= (qE) + (qe- WE)) + qe d(I I)!L)), (4.47) 
Proposition 4.3 now follows from the boundedness of [ and the above 
estimate for Q(t, E). 
Using the fundamental solution Z(t, E) := Z( t/e, E) we may write the 
problem (4.3)-(4.4) as the following integral equation 
= z(t, E) Pz ‘(0, E) c,(if, j, &) 
+ Z(t, &)(I- P) Z-1(1, E) C,(%, j, E) 
i 
I 












' E(h z.(S, Eh ; j?f, E), E) + Pb, 8) 
ds, (4.48) 
where C,(& p, E) and C,(.?, j, E) are determined by the boundary condi- 
tions and 
Imposing the boundary conditions we find that C, and C, must satisfy the 
following linear system 
where 
ML(&) cd-% j, E) + M/d&) c,(% j, E) = I’(-% 7, E), (4.49) 
ML(&) :=Lz(o, E) Pz?(o, &)+RZ(l, E) pzp’(o, E) 
~R(E):=~Z(O,&)(~-~)Z-‘(l,&)+~Z(l,E)(~-~)Z-’(l,&) 
(4.50) 




x m, -f(s, El, f x& El, E) + p(s, E) 
ds 
(4.51) 
Using (4.9)-(4.11) and the boundary conditions for ,S(t, E) (see Proposi- 
tion 4.2) we find that 
0 0 
MAE) = 
ql(l/&, &)(I- P) ~;'(w, E) 0 > 
+ O(E). 
From Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 we have 
From [lo, pp. 45-47, Lemma 6.4, Eq. (6.48)-(6.58)] there exists bounded 
nonsingular matrices S(E) and S*(E), with bounded inverses, such that 
B,(E) = PI S(E) + O(E) 
and so 
I- P?(E) = (I- P2) S*(E) + O(E) 
G~=P,a,+91+o(E) 
9; = (I- P2) 9; + 92 + O(E) 
(4.54) 
(4.55) 
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It follows from Assumption 4 that the columns of ML(&) and MR(c) span 
R”’ and we may solve the linear system for C, and C,. We may now apply 
the Banach-Picard fixed point theorem to conclude that there exists a fixed 
point to the integral equation and hence a solution to the problem 
( 1 .l )-( 1.2) satisfying the estimates of (4.1). For the details of such a proof, 
including a discussion of local uniqueness, see [lo, pp. 26-301. 
5. EXAMPLES 
The following example illustrates how the O’Malley construction can 
lead to more than one approximate solution satisfying our assumptions, 
with each such approximate solution leading to the existence of a locally 
unique exact solution. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the following problem 
d2x, 
Ez= 
d2x2 dx, dx, 
E-=~+~+x,(XI-x*) 
dt2 
subject to the boundary conditions 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
Assumption 1 is satisfied with f( t, x) = Ax, A = ( I’ i ). The outer solution 
is given by 
X,(t)=(t+c,V’, x,(r) = c2(t + Cl) (5.3) 
for suitable constants c, and c2 with c, < - 1 or c, > 0. The eigenvalues of 
F(t, X,,(t)) are A, = -4 and 1, = $, so that Assumption 2 is satisfied. 
The boundary layer differential equations are 
(5.4) 





-c,(l +c,) . 
(5.5) 
The left boundary-layer correction problem has an exponentially decaying 
solution, given by 
iff (-1+&)(2-l/c,)+(4- c, c2) = 0. Similarly, the right boundary- 
layer correction problem has an exponentially decaying solution, given by 
X,*(a)=(-2-(l+c,))‘)eFfiO 
1 
( > 1+,:T ’ 
iff (l+$)(-2-(l+cI)-‘)+cZ(l+c,)=O. This leads to two sets of 
admissible values for c, and c2 for which Assumption 3 is satisfied, 
c =J2+(), 
I 2 . f 
c2 = 2( 1 + Jr&) x 6.4 (5.8) 
and 
c,=--P-21 c,=2(1-&&-24 (5.9) 
2 . > 
* . 
A straightforward calculation shows that Assumption 4 holds for both sets 
of values. 
The next example due to Kelley [ 121 demonstrates the role of Assump- 
tion 4 in our approach. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the following differential equation 
d*x, dx, TC 
73 dt 2x2 
d=x, dx, 7c E-=----x 
dt= dt 2 ’ 
subject to the boundary conditions 
X(&E)= :, , 0 
0 
x(1,&)= 1 0 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
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The outer solution is given by 
for suitable constants c, and cl. The leading 
functions are given by 
Y&)=d,e-’ :, , 0 X,*(a) = 
(5.12) 
boundary layer correction 
d,e^” 
0 
0 1 . 
(5.13) 
for suitable constants d, and d,. Imposing the boundary conditions 





leads to the following singular system 
(j$) [;)=i, 
which has an infinite number of solutions 
(5.15) 
any c2. (5.16) 
If Assumption 4 is satisfied then the solutions to this linear system would 
lead to a continuum of solutions to (5.10))(5.11). But this would contradict 
local uniqueness and so we do not expect Assumption 4 to be satisfied. In 
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so the column space of H does not equal R4. Note that the column space 
of H is equal to the column space of the singular matrix determined above. 
The exact solution does, however, have a unique solution and it is found 
to satisfy for O<t< 1 (see [12]) 




x2( t, E) = 1 sin :. 
(5.18) 
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